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Introduction 

The psychoanalytic theory of Sigmund Freud has delved into I 
I 

the area of basic motivations. It has not just concerned itselfl 

with overt behavior and external sensations of stimulus and 

response. ·As such, it deserves consideration in a philosoPhical 
j 

inquiry of man and the psychology of man. The insights offered I: 

by Freud widen the spectrum of understanding the character I' 

development of the individual. It helps us to 'Lmderstand the 

basic motivations, both conscious and unconscious, which effect 

and affect h'Llman actions·. 

In studying man and his actions, we must be as aware as 

possible of all his facets. This Aristotle stated concerning 

the study of ethics • 

••• clearly the student of politics must know somehow 
the facts about the soul, as the man who is to heal 
the eyes or the body as a whole must know about the 
eyes or the body. 1 

Science treats of the causes of things and philosophy of 

the ultimate causes of being. Within the realms of philosophy, 

ethics stUdies the human situation in terms of the morality of 

human acts. This human situation involves the awareness of sel I 

in the context of remembering the past, being aware of the pre- I 

sent, and visualizing the future. Through liruagination and 

reason man transcends the instinctive regulations of the animal 

to a plane where he has intellectual insight into his ovm 

psychic functioning. The individual is thereby aware of when 
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and where he is harming himseif. Through psychoanalytic theory, 

the causes of neurotic behavior are uncovered. Ethically the 

individual must act to combat these neurotic forces and substi

tute constructive measures. He must strive to conduct his life 

in accordance with the faculty of reason. 

It would be strange, then, if he were to choose not . 
the life of his self but that of something else. And 
what we said before will apply now; that which is pro
per to each thing is by nature best and most pleasant 
for each thing; for man, therefore, the life according 
to reason is best and pleasantest, since reason more 
than anything else i§. man. 2 ! 

I 
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Psyohoanalytic Theory ~ the Defense Mechanisms 

In order to understand what the defense mechanisms are and 

how they operate, we must first briefly slcetch some basic tenets 

of psychoanalytic theory and describe the Freudian concept of 

psychic functioning. 

It is a basic premise of psychoanalytic theory that the 

psyche is divided into the consciolls and the unconscious, and 

these two underlie all the processes of the mental life. The 

study of the unconscious psychic life j.n psychoanalysis is a 

study of repressed instinctual imptuses, affects and phantasies. 

'vile get a picture of this Unconscious or Id through means of 

resistance to the repressed material on the conscious and pre

conscious level. 

Something which is painful and disagreeable to a man's 

integrity, which he will not allow elf to thinlc of con

sciously, repressed from reaching consciousness. By this 

reaction the person has directly fled from the anxiety caused 

by this potential psychical adversary. During analysis a re

sistance can be perceived which attempts to keep hidden the 

material which has been repressed. The patient is not con

sciously aware that he is giving this resistance and further 

investigation on the part of the analyst urrco,vers a process 

which is operating with an unconscious force. Thus through the 

discovery of repression the Unconscious of psychoanalytic theor 

is 
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The theory of repression is the pillar upon which the 
edifice of psychoanalysis rests. 3 

By the various means of analytic techniques such as word 

association and dream analysis and in further investigating re

pression, psychoanalytic theory developed the concept of the 

Conscious, Pre-conscious and Unconscious. 

Thus we obtain our concept of the tmconscious from the 
theory of repression. The repressed is the prototype
of the unconscious for us. We see, however, that we 
have two kinds of unconscious - the one which is re
pressed and which is not9 in itself and without more 
ado, capable of becoming conscious. This piece of 
insight into psychical dynarh.ics cannot fail to affect 
terminology and description. The latent, which is un
conscious only descriptive!v, not in the dynamic sense, 
we call 'preconscious' ; we' restrict the term. ('unoon
scious' to the dynamically unconscious repressed; so 
that now we have three terms, conscious (Cs.), pre
conscious (Pcs.), and unconscious (Ues.), whose sense 
is no longer purely descriptive. 4 

~ further development of psychoanalytic theory postulates 

the three basic institutions of the psyche which operate within 

the realms of consciousness and unconsciousness. We uncover a 

distinction between the non-conscious part of the Ego. 'the 

Pre-conscious t, and -'the Unconscious ' itself.. A brief sketch Of! 

how the three basic institutions ,(the Ego, the Id and the Super

ego) are structured and interrelated is necessary in order to 

underst,and the operation of the defense mechanisms and how the 

Unconscious, Pre-conscious and Conscious 'enter into the func

tioning of man's psychic life. It is the task of psychoanalysi 

'" •• to acquire the fullest possible knowledge of all 
the three institutions of which we believe the psy
chic personality to be ,constituted, and to learn what 
are their relations to one another and to the ego, 
to explore its contents, its boundaries and its 
functions and to trace the influences in the outside 
world, the id and the super-ego by which it has been 



shaped and, in relation to the id, to give an account 
of the instincts, i.e. of the id contents, ana to fol
low them through the transtormations which they under
go. 5 

In the Freudian interpretation a person comes :i.nto the 

orld with a mental life called 'the ld' which is disorganized 

and chaotic. There is present a psychic enef.gy vvhich drives the 

Id to alleviate the needs of hunger, self-preservation and pres

ervation of the species'. Whe:p. the child begins to grow, he 

ecomes aware of others arolmd him and he d1ff'erentiates an ex:

ternal reality other than htmself. Through this contact the 

child learns that there is a self' and pther. This self or ~.:,"': 

'Ego', having an awareness of its external env.ironment. then. 

tries to modify and curb the libidinal,. lawless impulses of the 

Id into conformity with reality (different instinctual impulses 

are perpetually forcing their way f'rom the ld into the Ego where 

they gain access to the motor apparatus by which they obtain 

gratification through overt activity)~ The Ego, having derived 

from the ld, is differentiated from it but. still draV'lS all its 

energy from it. Although the Ego is thought of as being:the 

conscious part of the psyche, 

••• large portions of the ego-institutions are them
selves unconscious and require the help of analysis
in order to become conscious. 6 

Within the unconscious ~ealm of' the Ego lies the process of the 

defense mechanisms and latent ideas. 

Experience goes to show that a psychical element (for
instance an:: idea:) is not as' a rule consc lous for a 
protracted length of' time•••We .can say that it ilV8.'S 
latent, and by this we mean that it is capable of be
com.ing conscious at any time. Or, if we say that it 
was unconspiotls, we shall also·i.be 'giving a correct 

http:also�i.be
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description or it. 7 

Out of the Ego develops the Super-ego, V"lhich is the inter

nalization of authority. This third branch of the personality 

is the moral system containing the Ego-ideal {the standards and 

values instilled by.the parents as they reward good deeds1 and 

the conscience (the result of their punishments). 

We thus have three aspects of the personality: I} The Ic1 

guided by the pleasure-principle in always seeking the release 

of tension and the avoidance of in by irrational and amoral 

strivings; 2) The Ego - the medium by v>lhich the Id can work 

throug~ to the real world to find its satisfaction in objects or, 

events. The Ego is governed by the reality-principle in that it 

must modify the demands of the Id through its knowledge of the 

demands of reality so that the tension can be relieved without 

any danger of repercussions from the environment around it; 

3) The Super-ego - the 'watchdog' of .the psyche which sees to it! 

that .the Ego does not allow libidinal impulses to attain grat

ification against the social mores and against the demands 0'1: 

authorityc 

Whenever a person .comes upon a threat and conflict, a grovvt 

situation is availed him. F-e can recognize .. the 'pain' caused b 

psychical factors just as a person who is afflicted by some 

physical illness is warned of it through physical pain. The 

person in the physical illness is cured through proper treatmen 

and care and the pain is eliminated; so al~o in psychical il1

nesses. The individual can face up to the causes of the ill

ness, i.e. get to the source of conflict and· resolve it. The 
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subsequent 'pain' not only alleviated but done away with en

tirelyo On the other hanq.,he can anesthetize the 'pain f. (by 

running away from it) through the defense mechanisms, but the 

cause still remains present. Just Bsin physical illness, 

noring the danger signals of pain can be fatai, so also in 

psychological conflicts. The individual either remains the 

same or regresses to a worse state. His Ego is weakened and he 

does not grow.. 

Neurotic symptoms, like the symptoms of a physical 
siokness, are the expression of the fight which the 
healthy part of the personality puts up against the 
orippling influences direoted against its unfolding. 8 

Running away from the 'pain' of conflict within the three psy

chical institutions not a health-producing process in mental 

behavior and as such is the occasion for malfunctioning (neu

rosis) • The pr,inciple of seeking pleasure and avoiding pain 

cannot be a criterion ill human acts. As we shall see later, 

moral responsibility implies the higher faculties of reason in 

man and, for this. reason, he cannot act on instinctual impulse. 

If he does, he is not properly utilizing this aspect of his 

nature. He is running away from a resolution of a moral con:--L 

flict and relegating himself to a behavior which is not worthy 

of his rationality. 

The problem of psychic health and neurosis is insepa
rably linked up with that of ethics. It may be said 
that every neurosis represents a moral problem••• In . 
a more specific sense many neuroses are the expression 
of moral problems, and neurotic symptoms result from 
unsolved moral conflicts. 9 

The ability of the person ,to unconsciously escape mental 

'pain' was unearthed by Bruer in the 1880's. He had a case 

I 
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which he cured by hypnotism. He enabled his patient to verbal

ize the unconscious affects and subsequently cured her. 

A common feature of all the symptoms consisted in the 
ract that they had come into existence in situations 
in which an impulse to do something-had to he forgone
because other motives suppressed it. The symptoms ap
peared as a substitute for the unperformed act. 10 

Freud expanded and elaborated on this phenomenon in his 

psychoanalytic theory. As explained earlier, through free asso

ciation, dream interpretation, interpretation of symbols, para

praxes and transference, he unoovered what is knovm as the Un

conscious. The sovereign principle which governs this psychic 

process is that or obtaining.-pleasure. However, in the Ego the 

instinctual impulses of the Unconscious are required to respect 

the demands of reality and to conrorm to ethical norms and moral 

laws. By these norms and laws the Super-ego seeks to control 

the behavior of the Ego. Thus the Ego is in conrlict with the 

Id, The Id wants irrational gratification, The Ego also is in I 
conflict with the Super-ego in that the Super-ego modifies the 

impulses of the Id to ethical and moral laws. Likewise the Ego 

conflicts with the restrictions and censures of reality. Thus 

the impulse is mod ied or changed so that conflicts ,and anxietj 

from these three areas can be eliminated. 

If the instinct could achieve gratification in spite 
of opposition by the super-ego or the outside world, 
the result would, indeed, be primarily pleasure but 
secondarily 'paint, either in consequence of the 
sense of guilt emanating from the unconscious or the 
punisbments inflicted by the outside world. Hence, 
when instinctual gratj.rication is warded off from 
one another of these two motives, the defence is 
undertaken in accordance with the rea1ity-princ iple. 
Its main purpose is to avoid the secondary pain. 11 
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Even if the instinctual impulse can be admitted by the Ego, it 

makes this decision by the 'pleasure-principle' - if the affects 

are pleasurable then it allows gratification. 

This pleasure principle in psychoanalysis appears to be 

comparable to the Hedonistic philosophy of Aristippus in that 

the criteria for the Id is the atta~nmel1t of pleasure and the 

avoidance of pain. But the Ego puts an,;Epicurean qualification I 
i 

to this pleasure-principle in that, although the aim of the 

psychic life is pleasure, the 'right' pleasure must be chosen. 

Because of socialization, the libidinal forces are modified by 

the reality-principle of the Ego in conformity to socially 

acceptable overt activity. For Epicurus the right pleasure is 

conducive to living wisely, 1I'1ell and righteously and to a great 

extent this is interpreted by social mores (thereality-princi

pIe). Whether man must operate on this pleasure-principle will 

be dealt with later. The point here is that, as far as the use 

of the defense mechanisms is concerned, there is necessarily 

involved the principle of pleasure and pain. Just as for the 

early Epicureans true pleasure consisted in serenity of mind and 

the absence~of fear, so so in the psychic conflict this same 

state is obtained through the use of the defense mechanisms. 

The majority of our daily conflicts and frustrations are 

solved by facing up to them and solving them on the conscious 

level. But not all conflicts and frustrations are on the con

scious level. The·~nconscious anxiety that arises is dealt 

with by a defensive system of the psyche which is the system of 

defense mechanisms. 
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The unconscious elements which have been demonstrated 

through psychoanalysis are brought into consciousness by the 

analyst. As has been explained, these 'unconscious elements are 

fotmd in both the Ego and the Super-ego as well as the Id, and 

the Ego's defense mechanisms operate within its unconscious 

aspect.' The Id impulses are naturally seeking gratification and 

the analyst reinforces this thrust. The Ego regards him as an 
I

adversary upsetti'ng 'the controls 'which it has over these iln- ~ 

pulses and certain defense mechanisms come' to the fore to combatl: 

the reinforcement. Thus certain mechanisms and combinations of 

mechanisms are recognized and have been categorized. 

In view of the differences in terminology and class ifica- "",-, 

tion that appear in various treatises on this matter we will usel: 
that categorization set down by Anna Freud in her work: The Ego 

and the Mechanisms'of Defence. It is hoped that a description 

. of each of these listed below will allow for a basic understand

ing of the general operations of the defense mechanisms. The 

major defense mechanisms according to Anna Freud are: 

Regress ion, repress ion, react ion-formation, isolation, 
undoing, projection, introjection, turning against the 
self and reversal ; ""ve m1J.st add a tenth, which pertains
rather to the study of the normal than to that of 
neurosis: sublimation, or displacement of instinctual 
aims. 12 

Repression is the cornerstone upon which rest the other 


defense mechanisms. It leads to the psychoanalytic theory and 


to an l..mderstanding of Ego defensive operations. 

One is confronted with a resistance which opposes and 
blocks thE,) analytic Vlork by causi:r;tp-' failures of mem
ory•••The theoretical value of the I'act, that this 
resistance is connected with an amnesia, leads unav01d.
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ably to that concept of unconscious psychic activity 
which is peculiar to psychoanalysis and distinguishes 
it markedly from the philosophical speculations ,about 
the unconscious. 13 

Thus the mechanism of the defenses of the Ego is set into 

motion by the appearance of an anxiety-producing situation which\ 
I 

, I 
the individual does not wish to face up to, and so he subse- I 

quently represses it. As stated before, it should be noted that 

this process occurs completely within the realm of unconscious-
I 

ness. It is not a suppression of a conscious confrontation, but 

rather a repression by the unconscious part of the Ego back into" 

the unconscious Id.. Repression is one of the most powerful and I 
effective defensive measures. It need only act once since. al
though the repressed material will emerge again, it will not 

emerge from the Unconscious in the same form. 

This repressed material retains its impetus to pene
trate into consciousness. It reaches its aim when 
three conditions are present: (1) \Vhen the strength 
of countercathexis is diminished by an illness which 
acts on the Ego itself, or through a different dis
tribution of cathexis in the Ego, as happens regu
larly during sleep. (2) When those instincts attach
ed to the repressed material.become strengthened.
The processes during puberty provide the best exam
ple for this. (3) Whenever recent events produce
impressions or experiences which are so much like 
the repressed material that they have the power to 
awaken it. Thus ,the recent material gets strength
ened by the latent energy of the repressed, and the 
repressed material produces its effect behind the 
recent material and with its help. In none of the 
three, cases does the material that had been repress
ed sucoeed in reaching consciousness unimpeded or 
without change. It, must always undergo distortions ," 
which bear witness to the not entir~ly overcome re
sistance derived from the c01Ll1ter-ca'thexis, or else 
to the modifying influence of a recent eA~erience, 
or to both. 14 

Since this repressed libidinal urge does not go out of ex

istence it continues to seek ratification. The E 0 in an 
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attempt to keep a balance between the various psychical institu

tions, will allow it to re-emerge after it has been modified in.... 

to conformity with reality and with the Super-ego. 

Regression is a: defensive technique by which the person 

returns to an earlier level of adaptation. He copes with prob

lems on a less mature level. reacts to conflicts as he did 

when he was younger. We see this in persons who display a very 
i

childish attitude towards a situation. Instead of reacting to a 

situation in a mature manner, he becomes quite illogical and 

emotional about it. 

It is further to be remarked that regression plays a 
no less important part in the theory of the formation 
of neurotic symptoms than it does ~n that of dreams. 
Three kinds of regression are thus to be distinguish
ed: .(a) topographical regression,' in the sense of the 
schematic picture of the)r-system••• ; (b) temporal
regression, in so far as what is in question is a 
harking back to older psychical structures; and (c)
formal regression, where primitive methods of expres
sion'and representation take the place of the usual 
ones. All these three kinds of regression are, how
ever, one at bO.ttom and occur together as a rule; for 
what is older in'time is more primitive in form and in 
psychical topography lies nearer to the perceptual 
end. 15 

Reaction-formation - At times when the Ego is confronted 

with unconscious libidinal impulses which are repugnant to it, 

anxiety and guilt over such impulses 'arise. The individual on 

the unconscious level transforms these impulses into socially 

acceptable and commendable reactions which are completely oppo

site of the original impulses. 'I1hus a person feeling jealousy 

and envy emanating from the Id may find this an unacceptable'; ,way 

of acting; he overtly acts in an unselfish manner and conse

quently covers his guilt feelings with a feeling of thoughtful
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ness for others. Examples of this type of reaction would be 

some of the enthusiastic crusaders who vigorously lash out 

against certain evils in the world.. Unconsciously they have the' 

impulse to perform the evil themselves., but the impulse is re-' 

pressed back into the Id and emerges into consciousness as a 

crusading mentality.. They advocate the virtue combating the 

vice which they originally felt like doing., In the Freudian 

theory these libidinal :Lilpulses originated in infanoy through 

sexual longingsf,or the parent, usually of the opposite sex. 

Thus Reaction-formation occurs when 

The sexual feelings of these infantile years ••• would 
as such be perverse, as they would emanate from erog
enous zones and from impulses which in the individual's 
oourse of development could only evoke a feeling of 
displeasure. They, therefore t awaken psychic counter
forces (feelings of reaction), which build up the al
ready mentioned psychical dams of disgust, shame and 
morality. 16 

Isolation is another form of defense. Through Isolation 

the person insulates guilt-producing acts from the rest of his 

life by repressing any value judgements concerning them. The 

Ego alienates itself against the Super-ego; intimate friends ea 

become strangers because of the pre-pubertal reality anxiety- , - . 

which arises fro~ the Super-ego. By establishing a dichotomy 

between what he does do 'and whs.t he should do, the guilt feel

ings cannot consciousl~., arise.. An example of this type of re

action can be seen in those who go to church everJ,':;Sunday, but 

yet db not in any way practice their religious beliefs during 

the week~ Practicing their belief would hinder them and give 

rise to guilt feelings. Consequently, they do not oonsider the 

issues at all referring to leave the conflicting' raatters 
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isolated from one another. 

Withdrawal and indifference can, but need not, be 
conscious; as a matter of fact, in our culture they 
are mostly covered up by a superficial kind of inter
est and sociability. 17 

Undoing is a ritualistic type of reaction. The person 

symbolically acts out in reverse something he has already done 

or thought about which has resulted in anxiety. Through this 

behavior he attempts to eradicate the offending act which is 

unacceptable to the Ego or to society. An example of this be

havior would be the mother who. having punished her child, feelsl 
I

guilty and tries .to undo the punishment by behaving over af'fec- ~ 

tionately toward the child. 

It is a kind of' negative magic which by means of' a 
motor symbolism would tblow away', as it were, not 
the consequences of an event (an impression, an ex
perience), but the event itself. 18 

Projeotion ts another technique used by the Ego. It oper-I 

ates in the reverse manner f'rom that of Introjection. In Pro- I 
jection the ideas or affects are expelled from the Ego and rele

gated to the outside world. It provides a relief from guilt 

feelings·by ascribing the guilt to some object other than self. 

This unknovm hostility, of vlhich we are ignorant and 
of which we 'do not wish to know, is projected from our 
inner perception into the outer world and is thereby
detached from our o'~ person and attributed to the 
other. 19 

Projection has been proposed by psychoanalysts as a source of' 

apparent altruism. The individual surrenders his instinctual 

wishes to an ob,ject better qualified to fulfill them. In ex

treme cases the individual projects his instinctual feelings on 

to other people so much so that he loses, to a great extent, 
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concern for himself. Instead he experiences an excessive con

cern and anxiety for the lives of the 'objects' he has projected 

himself out to. We must remember that this action, although it 

is an escape mechanism, is not the only basis for an altruistic 

action. In fact, it hinders an attempt at a true self-less act. 

The man who has the best of 'altruistic' intentions, 
but fails to liberate himself psychically from him
self, does not possess a healthy natural basis from 
which the 'moral sense' of altruism or charity can 
reach a full and perfect flowering. 20 

Introjection, or Identification, is a mechanism which in

trojects the outside world into the Ego. This assimilation of 

some characteristic of an anxiety object allows the individual 

to transform himself into the reality making the threat. In 

other words, he fights against being the passive object of 

threat by projecting himself into the active role. This process 

of identification is the development of the Super-ego. The 

social mores are introjected from the parents into the individ

ual. Thus he accepts reprisals of the outside world as a basis 

for the conscience on which he now acts. This mechanism is· ·very 

evident in adolescence where we see the person going through 

role-playing. 

It enables patients to express in their symptoms not 
only their own experiences but those of a large W~
ber of other people; it enables them, as it were, to 
suffer on behalf of a whole crovrn. of people and to 
act all the parts in a play single-handed. 21 

Turning Against the Self is another Ego technique. This is' 

a masochistic phenomena where the individual punishes himself i 

some way for the guilt feelings he has. 

~heodore Reik, a distinguished psychotherapist, be
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lieves that there is a universal unconscious urge to 
confess forbidden impulses. He suggests this urge 
stems from a desire to be ptmished and so to relieve 
feelings of guilt and anxiety. 22 

Reversal is another way of combat ing the Ego r s an:tiety. In. 

eversal the individual's feelings towards another person are 

'reversed' in that the individual projects into the other person 

eelings which in reality he (the other) does not actually pos

sess. He thus reverses his own feelings towards another since 

he cannot admit that these are his ovm feelings. For instance, 

it is painful for some individuals to'admit that they have come 

to feel hatred for a close friend. They'reverse the feelings 

and become convinced that the close friend hates them while they 

still feel no animosity. This paranoia eliminates the individ

ualtsfeeling of guilt • 

••• but it is also frequently a product of wish-fulfill 
ment, for wish-fulfillment consists in nothing else 
than a replacement of a disagreeable thing by its,oppo
site ••• if I am a master of dissimulation, I shall as
sume the oRPosite affect - smile when I am angry ,and 
seem affectiqnate when I wish to destroy. 23 ' 

Sublimation is a positive'and constructive mechanism. When 

the defensive system breaks down and SUblimation becomes iropos~ 

sible, the symptoms of personality disorder appear. SUblimation 

is not a single ,technique. It is applied to the efficacy and 

acoeptability of the overall defensive system of the personali~ 

ty. It is the channeling of the libidinal energies into social

ly acceptable activities. Sublimation may be effected through 

a profession, hobby, sports, an interest in the church and reli 

gion or any of a number of personal interests and activities. 

This mechanism is the diverting of the sexual instinctual forces 

I 

III 


. 

. 
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of Freudian theory·from the sexual aims to new directions., 

Acconlplishments of man arise from perverse sexual strivings. 

They are a development of germs all of which are con
tained in the undifferentiated sexual disposition of 
the child and which, by being suppressed or by being
diverted to higher asexual aims - by being 'sublimated t 
- are destined to provide the energy for a great nwn
bel' of our cultural achievements. 24 
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Moralitz ~~ Defense Mechanisms 

As we have seen, all of the defense mechanisms operate 


within the unconscious activity of the Ego. They are all means 


of modifying imptuses so that they. can be acceptable to the de


mands of reality, authority (Super-ego), and the person's self 


ideal. Since they are unconscious, they are not directly vol

untary. We must examine closer, hovrever, whether thel"e is any 

degree of responsibility for indirect volition, or responsibil 

ity for the correction of the. harmful influences which these 

mechanisms exert. Naturally the obligation of rectification 

would arise when an awareness of the use of these mechanisms 

enters into the conscious, rational capabilities of the individ

ual. 

In an investigation of the responsibility of an individual, 

it must be established whether there is free will in the choice.1 

When discussing the concept of the morality of the human act j' 
especially in--view of the defense mechanisms, consideration mus 

be given to the concept of free will and choice in relation to 

the· concept of determinism. 

Determinism, according to some psychologists and philoso

phers, is the belief that a lTl.an's character has been irrevocabl, 

established in his early years of life by external forces over 

which he as a child had no control. This character is lTl.aintain 

ed through out life and man does not have the power of self 

determination or free choice. If this is the case, then the 

i 
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defensive techniQues which we a.ll develop to some extent in 

childhood would necessarily always determine how we would react. 

It would be a matter of stimulus-response. 

Others maintain, however, that man has a free will, and, as, 

such, is responsible for the final decision in a. human.act even 

if there are present external and psychological conditions. 

It can be shown by psychologists that factors of heredity 

and environment are causes of a man's actions. Obviously cer

tain factors of heredity and environment do determine actions. 

But the question is whether these factors are the prinCipal and 

necessitating causes. Is it absolutely necessary that a man 

must act in a certain way when these causes are present? Can 

man's actions be simply defined in terms of stimulus-response? 

Or is man free to make his choices at will? Is man completely 

free in all or any:of his actions? 

We can see by observation of ourselves 'and others that men 

apparently do make decisions that go completely contrary to what 

would be expected from the c~ntributing factors. On the other 

hand, we also can observe that certain causes do produce the . 

predicted response. 

The answer seems to lie in a middle position. The issue 

resolves itself into a tmoderate indeterminism t. In moderate 

indeterminism it is postulated that it is the Ego or self that 

is the cause which determines. which of the factors or motives 

shall prevail. It does not deny that man is motivated in some 

of his actions. It merely states that when man is determined b 

motives to act in some vlay, it is the man himself who chooses 
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which of these mottves shall prevail. It is a matter of acting 

under a system of values and it is the values which give these 

motives their impetus. 

lNhen we enter the realm of psychoanalyt ic theory t the clear 
I 

line of distinction between voluntary acts and non-voluntary 

ones becomes obscure. The concept of the unconscious Id and the 

pre-consciousness of the Ego bring to the fore contributing fac
I 

tors of motivation over which the individual WBY or may not haveI 
control. 

We have direct control when we consciously and explic':"
itly choose to do something with awareness of its 
moral nature •••Besides this direct control we have 
indirect control in cases in which the good or· evil 
results from some other previous decision of ours. 25 

Because of the importance of psychoanalytic theory we must 

appreciate in our concept of man the effects of the unconscious. 

Since there is an active influence of repressed material on con

scious conduct 'He cannot discount it. 
"--

Nle do perform many ac'~;': 

tions 'naturally' and unconsciously, but the question is whether 

all our actions are 'determined' by unconscious motivation. 

Most of our tendencies arise from unconscious needs. They 

emerge into the conscious Ego and we feel drawn to perform an 

act in pursuance of satisfaction of this need. The important 

factor is how the need influences behavior as well as whether 

it is conscious or unconscious. ;There is a free act 'when the 

individual confronts motives as elements of value which he has 

intellectually recognized. He can transcend the here and now 

experience and give it a value in accordance with the value sys 

tem which makes up his personality. In this respect man is fre 
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to choose what will determine his actions. The ability to 

choose determines the motive. It can be agreed with the deter

minist that every e~~ect has a cause, but distinction must be 

made between efficient and ~j.nal causality. :Man is dete:nnined 

to act in a certain yvay, but it is he himself by means of his 

will who determines efficiently how he shall be determined fi

nally. As far as the e~feet of the defense mechanisms on the 

human act is concerned, the action must be in this context of 

freedom of choice since a 'humanact t is one which involves 

freedom. The question of whether these defensive techniq.ues 

originated from conscious activity or whether the person can 

become 'consciouslyt aware or his defense system is the aspect 

that we must look at in the context of human motivation. 

Some degree of volition in a human act is necessary in 

order to term it morally good or bad. With regard to how free 

this volition is, much depends on the character of the individ

ual. As far as the defense mechanisms are concerned, the as

pects of ignorance or compulsion arise. Vfhen we act out of 

ignorance or compulsion, we act involuntarily since we fail to 

vdll as we should or could. By compulsion is meant that the 

will does not concur with the resultant action. Thus in moral 

violence, where there is compulsion from emotion (passion), the 

agent is over-powered. But this is not the basis for a final 

judgement on the action. This is a matter of acting inconti

nently. 

Incontinence in a person's character structure arises from 

the fact that he repressed his feelings. He denied that some 
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aspect of his real-self exists in order to maintain his self

esteem and retain his present self-concept. But repression is 

an unsta.ble mechanism and any breakthrough of a person t s re

pressed impulses (passions) can be quite disconcerting to him. 

These intense feelings and ~pulses can arise under the right 

conditions and in this moment of passion an immoral act may be 
. 

performed. An extreme react·ion of this type "IJQuld be illustrat-~ 

ed by an incident 'where the 'nice' person suddenly commits some ~ 
uncontrolled act of violence. But we cannot judge this act t 

merely on the basis of the resultant overt activity. We must go 

back to the motivation. 

By his nature,. man is emotional. These emotions arise 

naturallY without the necessity of prior reasoning. When a man 

is physically threatened, he doesn't reason to the fact that he 

is afraid" He sees the danger and, by previous conditioning, 

fear arises. Afterwards he may reason to the circumstances of 

the act, but at the time it occnred, it was strictly a natural 

emotional experj.ence. 

As far as human morality is concerned, we must ascertain 

whether there is involved, a natural reaction as in the example 

above I or whether this reaction has been conditioned by prior 

rationalization of the individual. im individual can have an 

immediate reaotion of anger l for instance. This is a natu.ral 
,I ' 

reaotion. :The question is: what are the circumstances which 

lead up to ,this anger, since a crucial factor is how the person 

interprets and defines the conflictual situation. This inter

pretation is definitely affected by whether the person rational 
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ized the situation or whether the anger,arises as a perfectly 

acceptable reaction to an unreasonable attack on his integrity. 

If he has unreasonably allowed himself to rationalize himself 

into a situation where there is an 'imagined' attack on his 

integrity, then the subsequent anger and defensive reactions 

are his responsibility. 

In regard to the ~mmediate reaction to a 'rea,l' sitUation~ 

there is a question of responsibility as to how the individual 

deals with this situation. After the initial anger, he ~BY act 

'reasonably' 1ivith the situation or he 111ay escape it by repress

iug the anger altogether. In this case, by repressing he is 

relegating the problem to the Unconscious and as such, he abro

gates any reasonable consideration of the matter. If he has 

habituated such an activity, then he is responsible for the 

fact that he uses defensive techniques when such situations 

arise. 

It is apparent that there is no 'direct' willing of these 

incontinent acts since they are performed out of a passion whichl 
, 

1 

~ suspended the will. 

And the incontinent man knowing that what he does is 
bad:, does it as a result of passion, while the conti
nent man knowing that his appetites are bad, refuses 
on account 0:(' his rational principle to follow them. 26 

It is rather a matter of whether there is involved an indirect 

control. This control of ' the act would involve the degree of 

responsibility that the person had in the development of this 

part of his character and whether these states of character 

arise out of habitual activity. 
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By doing the acts that we do in our transactions with 
other men we become just or 1.ll1just and by doing the 
acts that we 0.0 in the presence of danger, and being
habituated to feel fear or confidence, we become brave 
or cowardly•••Thus, in one word, states of character 
arise out of like activities. 27 

In the Freudian theory of personality development, the 


character of a person arises from the Ego~ The Ego, vlhich is 


. in conflict with the Id, the Super-ego and reality strives to 

defend itself and preserve unchanged its mm existence. The 

character of the individual develops during infancy.. Vlhen the 

person becomes more and more aware of reality, the Ego comes 

into conflict with it. A strong character results from facing 

realitY-"squarely. Avoiding the problem through the defense 

mechanisms weakens the Ego, and results ina weakened character.. 

The efforts of the infantile ego to avoid "paint! by 
directly resisting external impressions belong to the 
sphere of normal psychology. Their consequences may
be momentous for the formation of the e'go and of 
character, but they are not pathogenic. 28 

Thus by means of his environment 'IJ1..an comes into conflict and howi 

he resolves these conflicts hE3lps to determine habits for future 

actions. He is confronted with the pressures and mores of soci-' 

ety. PrL111arily through his parents he learns about what is 

acceptable and what is not. How his Ego acts to bring the irra-
, I 

tional impulses of the Id into conformity with his environment i 

sets up patterns of behavior that will carryover into the rest 

of his life. These patterns become relatively permanent and 

difficult to change. rEhis is in conformity to Aristotle fS ideas 

on habit and character. 

It makes no small difference, then, vrhether we form. 
habits of one kind or of another from our very youth; 
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it makes a very great dirference, or rather ~ the 
difference.. 29 

Thus we learn by doing and become by doing. The virtuous man 

becomes virtuous by practicing virtuous acts; the evil man by 

perrorming evil acts. 

The will is not necessitated by reason nor the passions. 

If a man has not acquired the habit or obeying his reason in 

ordering the conduct of his passions, he is more likely to do 

wrong. 

As we have said above, habit implies a disposition in 
relation to a thing's nature, and to its operation or 
end, by reason of which disposition a thing is w~ll or 
ill disposed there to. 30 

We observe a person's habits through his character traits. 

These character traits are revealed through a person's actions. 

But in judging the morality of an act we must make a further 

inquiry:: into the underlying l.IDconscious motivations and into the- , 

responsibility of their habituation. Since the defense mecha-· 

nisms are altered forms of underlying motivation, it would be 

quite easy to attribute an act as virtuous and moral which in 

actuality is quite selfish and destructive. An example of this 

would be using the defensive technique of Reaction-formation. 

The individual would have feelings of jealousy or hatred toward 

another. Since these feelings are unacceptable, he consequentl 

reels a guilt. This guilt is alleviated by an apparent thought 

fulness for the hated person. But the overt behavior does not 

correspond with the initial motivating factor of hatred and 

anger. Although this act is objectively good, the true motiva

tion subjectively modifies this act into a selfish one. 
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rojection could also result in an apparent altruistic concern 

for another's good, but the underlying motivation again is that 

of self-gratification by using others. The individual may ap

pear to be promoting the good of another, but basically he is 

only promoting his own good by us another more capable of ac· 

quiring the desired results. 

The defense mechanisms arise as a result of a sequence of 

reactions in the individual. Their actuation is a result of a 

conflict and frustration which have the psychological conse

quence of spme emotional reaction. This ree,ction could be one 

of jealousy, inferiority, shame, fear t etc. These emotional re

actions' result in overt behavior. The type of overt behavior isl 

partly dependent on the emotion which instigates it (anger, for 

instance, is more likely to result in aggressive behavior)~ But 

the more important determining factor of behavior is, that of the 

individual fS adjustive habits and by the way he interpre'ts::,:the 

situation. These adjustive habits could be any of the defense 

mechanisms. Past experience-and the prevailing social situation 

determine which mechanism or mechanisms should prevail. This 

past experience concerns the acquisition of a defensive tech

nique. 

Within the context of envirolunental,and psychical affects, 

there is a question of the degree of the individual's responsi

bility. Psychology has rather firmly established the fact that 

the early period of infancy is quite important in regard to the 

personality development of the individual. This personality is 

defined by Erich Fromm as: 
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••• the totality of inherited and acquired psychic qual
ities which are characteristic of one individual and 
'07hich make the individual tmique" 31 

The inherited qualities include temperament and character. 

Temperament is the ~ of reaction while character refers to 

the acquirea. psychic qualities formed from experience. 

As far as the development of habits within the period of 

infancy-and:'of childhood is concerned, we cannot hold the indi

vidual directly responsible since he has not yet developed an 

adequate use of his reason in controlling or modifying his en

vironmental situation. Responsibility enters when th~ person 

capable of reasoning reacts in a conflictual situation. Since 

some defensive techniques may have been established in the earl~ 

years of life and .since they are unconscious, we cannot hold that 

person responsible for their use. But, the demands of life and 

the concepts .of the person clw.nge as he grows older. He comes 

across new conflicts which are not comparable to those situa';"" 

tions of childhood. Some of the defense mechanisms developed i 

childhood no longer are needed !3.nd hence new ones come to the 

fore. Here enters the question of the degree of the individu

al's culpability in so far as he allows his emotions to take 

hold so that anxiety feelings are produced and subsequently re- ! 

- . 

pressed. If there ,is a conflict producing anger, for instance, 

there may be an immediate arousal of an emotion of rage. The 

person may either continue and reinforce this emotion or he may 

immediately ;repress this emotional feeling. This repres'sed re

action will then arise in an adapted form that may not even 

have any indication of anger. 

I 
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A man must feed a habit of virtuous action by free acts 

which promote its growth. He succeeds in virtuous activity to 

the extent that he succeeds in forming a habit of character 

'1hich will well dispose him to something. Since habit is a dis-' 

position for man to use his powers in a detennined manner, it is, 

of· utmost importance that he strive to keep his activity on a 
I 

conscious level. On this level he can act in a manner worthy of, 

his dignity as a rational being. 
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Conclusion 

Man by reason of his rationality and will is responsible 

for the formation of his character. By means of judging his 

character we can determine to what extent he has realized his 

potentiality. If he is basically neurotic, relying on a system 

of ego defenses, we can .judge that somehow he has weakened his 

character and allowed the unconscious mechanisms to handle his 

problems for him. He has allowed them to determine his course 

of action. 

From what has been said about the defense mechanisms, there 

emerges what seems l,ike a pessimistic picture in regard to vir ! 

tuous activity. The consequent overt activity may be objective

ly good and meritorious, but the tmderlying motivation of the Id 

is selfish and strictly operating on the aim of pleasurable 

gratification. But this is not the whole picture. First of all 

the defense reactions are not healthy in themselves. They are 

the operation of neurosis. To the degree that they are used 

they indicate the weakness of the person in facing up to reali;i;;.yi 

ty. The defense mechanisms are operating analogously to the 

instincts of animals. If a man operates on this level, he is 

not doing justice to his dignity as a rational creature. The 

ability of a man to use his reason and will to mold his m~ des

tiny obligates him to rise above the animal level. Th~n can 

unclerstand the forces to which he is sub.jected, and he can 

strive to constructively use these forces. 

http:reali;i;;.yi
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The beginning of his character state is under llis control. 

has the power t.o act in this way or not to act in this way 

and his subsequent character state is determined by these ac~ 

tions. 

This ques"tion of responsibility for human acts in the con

text of defensive behavior is one of degree. The complexity of 

environmental conditioning and genetic factors limit the scope 

of freedom in which he can act. We can only .judge that reason 

is an essential part of man's functioning and as such, the cir

cumstances surrounding 'reasonable' activj.ty can greatly' modify 

its functioning. Oonsequ.ently, we can only propose that in cer

tain actions a man is freer than in others. We can judge as to 

the objective mor'ality of human acts, but subjectively the re

sponsibility for these actions are a matter of degree. 

Socrates says that no man in judging acts against what he 

judges best, and that when he performsari evil act, he does so 

only by reason of ignorance. This'statement can be applied to 

the resultant morality of an act, which is instigated within the 

framework of the defense mechanisms. Because the resultant 

overt behavior of an individual, lnstigated by the libidinal Lrn

pulses of the rd. is but a disguise for its true intention, we 

can say that ,the person is not conscious of the real r~ason for 

the act and hence he is acting out of ignorance. 

But this can be modified. Man, being a rational animal, 

even though he must react to the laws of his animal nature, 

should obey the laws of his rational nature. 

The character system can be considered the human sub
stitute for the instinctive apparatus of the animal. 32 

http:activj.ty
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~e then is leading a life which contains a balance of these two 

elements. Freud posits the motivating energy, the libido, as 

~he essence of human activity. Although the motivating energy 

WBY be unconscious, still human activity is 'governed' by rea

son. Granted that the unconscious plays a great part in our 

lives, yet in human acts the will follows reason and commands 

the lower appetites even though they may hinder the degree of 

latitude in regard to freedom. Although Freud's basic theory 6f1 
I: 

the unconscious is held in psychology today, there is the ques- f 

tion of hmrv far can we ascribe man fS actions as being uncon-l 

sciously motivated. Freud's deterministic philosophy in his 

psychoanalytic theory is not universally'accepted. In fact~ I 
modern psychology has expanded on his theorie"s and modified them! 

,in some areas. 
t 

The basic theory of defense mechanisms relegates them to 

the unconscious level of the Ego, and, as such, a man could not 

have direct control over them. But the question remains as to 

how responsible was the individual in forming his character in 

such a way that he now relies on the defense mechanisms rather 

than directly confronting and resolving a conflict. There is 

also the question of how responsj.ble is man for changing his 

character structure.. The solution is not easy. It is difficult 

to determine to what degree the individual had control in form

ing his character and in adopting defensive me~sures. It is 

also difi-'icult ·to say to ·what degree a man can change his uncon

scious motivations. 

Insofar as a man is ignorant of the circumstances of his 
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ctions and subsequently has nO"--control over them, he cannot be 

directly held responsible for them. The human act involves vo

lition and knowledge. The area of the unconscious presents a 

problem to a theory involving rational control. Nevertheless, 
i 

if a wBn's character state is defective, he still has an obliga-: 

tion to attempt to change it, if he becomes aware of this defect 
I 

in his behavior. i 
I 

••• once a defensive person recognizes he is being de
fensive against some threatening impulse or feeling,
he may achieve voluntary control over his defensive 
behavior. 33 

Thus if a man comes to the knowledge that he is utilizing the 

defense mechanisms, it follows that he must strive to face the 

consequences of life as much as he can on the conscious level. 

Thereby he may eventually establish a habit of rational confron

tat ion of conflicts. 

It can be said that, from youth to ,death, w~n is master of 

his actions when he has the knowledge of the circumstances of 

his life. He can use this knowledge to rectify what is 1h.TOng 

and promote the good. 

Growth demands adjustment, but the person who refuses to 

change in deference to his present self ceases to grow. We all 

have the potential to development and perfection. We do not 

come into this world as a completed real-self. By an ongoing 

process we'actualize our potential into a healthy personality.- , 

This personality is actualized to the extent that we realisti

cally confront the problems of the world around us; to the ex

tent that we develop a character which can meet the'demands of 
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life. How well we develop our character determines how we carry 

out our moral responsibilities. Therefore, we cannot leave man 

completely unresponsible for his state of life. Rather we must 

place on him the obligation of living in accordance with his 

nature in that he must unfold his potentiality and grow throu.gh 

the use of his rational facluties. 
,. 
I 

http:throu.gh
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